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We develop an internal characterization of the incidence algebra of a lower finite quasi-ordered 
set and dualize it to obtain a characterization of the corresponding coalgebra. The algebra 
characterization consists of two axioms concerning the homomorphic images of the algebra and 
another axiom stipulating the existence of a faithful module over the algebra which has a 
distributive lattice of submodules. 
o. Introduction 
Let 0 be a locally finite quasi-ordered set, i.e., 0 has a relation r which is 
reflexive and transitive and for which every segment [x, y] = {z E Q; x r z r y} is 
finite. The incidence algebra 1(0) of 0 over a field K is the algebra of functions 
f: 0 x Q - K, with the property that f(x, y);i 0 ~ x r y, under the product 
f * g(x, y) = '2: xmr/(x, z)g (z, y). I( 0) is an associative unital topological algebra, 
under a "standard" topology defined in terms of pointwise convergence of 
functions. It is also dual to an incidence coalgebra structure. Rota [4] has developed 
the incidence algebra as a fundamental structure of enumerative combinatorial 
theory. 
A quasi-ordered set 0 is lower finite if for each x E 0, {w E Q, w r x} is finite. 
The main result of this paper is a characterization of incidence algebras of lower 
finite quasi-ordered sets. 
Theorem 3.4. Let A be an associative unital complete topological algebra over a field 
K, where K has the discrete topology. Then A = I( Q), Q a lower finite quasi -ordered 
set, when 1(0) has the standard topology <=>. 
(i) A has a faithful unital left module M with a distributive lattice of submodules. 
Further, every finitely generated submodule of M is finite dimensional and A has the 
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coarsest topology such that its action on M is continuous in A, when M has the discrete 
topology. 
(ii) For every maximal closed ideal I, All = Kn, for some integer n. 
(iii) For every closed ideal I, the center of A I I is isomorphic to the direct product of 
copies of K. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 1 is devoted to some elementary 
results on the structure of incidence algebras and coalgebras. Section 2 is a detailed 
study of the structure of faithful modules over incidence algebras. Our principal 
results are in Section 3, where we develop the internal characterization of incidence 
algebras. We conclude with Section 4, where we dualize the results of Section 3 to 
obtain a characterization of incidence coalgebras. 
We make free use of coalgebra notions here, and refer the reader to [6-9] for 
more details. 
1. Incidence algebras and coalgebras 
In this section we will define incidence algebras and coalgebras of quasi-ordered 
sets and derive some of their basic properties. 
Let Q be a non-empty set. A quasi -order on Q is a relation r ~ Q x a which is 
reflexive and transitive. A partial order on a is a relation ~ on a which is 
reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive. 
An order ideal of a, a quasi-ordered, is a subset R of a such that for all x E R, 
yEa, if y r x, then y E R. 
If 0 is a q.o. set, we define an equivalence relation - on a by x - y iff x r y and 
y r x. For x E a, let i be its - equivalence class. Then 6, the collection of 
equivalence classes of a, is a p.o. set under the relation ~ defined by i ~ Y iff x r y. 
We shall call 6 the reduced partially ordered set corresponding to a. Note that 
there is a bijective correspondence between order ideals of a and order ideals of 6 
given by R ~ R = {i E 6; x E R}, where R is an order ideal of a. 
Szpilrajn's lemma asserts that if P is a p.o. set, then we can label its elements by a 
totally ordered set. A corollary is that if a is a q.o. set, then we can label its 
elements so that for Xi, Xi E Q, Xi r Xi => i ~ j or Xi - Xi' 
If a is a g.o. set and X r y in a, then the segment [x, y] is the set {z E a; X r z r y}. 
a is locally finite if every segment is finite. It is easy to show that 0 is locally finite 
iff every - equivalence class of a is finite and 6 is locally finite. 
Henceforth, all q.o. sets will be locally finite. In the remainder of the chapter, a 
will denote an arbitrary locally finite q.o. set. 
Notation. Let SEG( a) = {(x, y) E a x a; X r y }. Define a relation q on SEG( a) by 
(x, y) q (x', y') iff x' r x and y r y'. It is easy to verify that q is a quasi-order. If a is a 
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p.o. set, then SEG( 0) may be identified with the collection of segments of 0, and q 
is then a partial order corresponding to set-theoretic inclusion. 
We are now ready to consider the principal objects of our study. 
Definition 1.1. The incidence algebra of 0 over a field K, denoted I{O), is the 
(associative) algebra of functions from SEG(O) to K, under pointwise addition and 
the multiplication *, where for f, gEI(O), f*g(x'Y)=~%rzrd(x,z)g(z,y). We 
shall frequently denote multiplication by juxtaposition. Also, we shall generally 
omit mention of the field K, and assume it is fixed throughout the discussion. 
Let 5 E I(Q) be defined by 
{
t if u = v, 
5(u, v) = 
o if u~ v. 
For xry in 0, let 8.y E 1(0) be defined by 
{
t if x = u, y = v, 
8.y (u, v) = 
o otherwise. 
Set 8 .. = e., V x E O. Then it is easy to verify that 8 is the identity of 1(0), that {8.y ; 
(x, y) E SEG( O)} is a linearly independent subset of 1(0) which spans I (O) when 
o is finite, and that {e.; x E O} is a complete set of primitive orthogonal 
idempotents for 1(0). 
Definition 1.2. The incidence coalgebra of 0 over a field K is the triple 
(C( 0), .1, E), where C( 0) is the K -vector space spanned by SEG( 0), 
.1 : C(O)~ C(0)0 C(O) is defined by .1 (x, y) = ~xrz,y(x, Z)0(Z, y), and 
E : C(O)~ K is defined by 
{
I if x = y, 
E(x, y) = 
o if x~ y. 
It is readily seen that C(O)* = 1(0), where C(O)* is the algebra dual to C(O). 
We now begin our study of 1(0) and C(O) with the following fundamental 
lemma, which is well-known. 
Lemma 1.3. A subspace Vof C(O) is a subcoalgebra ¢::> V is spanned by an 
order ideal of SEG(Q). 
Notation. For i E Q let C = SEG(i), the subspace of C(O) spanned by {(x', x") E 
SEG(O); i ' = i" = i}. 
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Corollary 1.4. A subcoalgebra D of C( Q) is simple <=> D = CR , for some i E Q. 
It follows easily from the corollary that for Q a q.o. set, the coalgebra C(O) is 
pointed iff 0 is a p.o. set. 
Now let D be a subcoalgebra of C(O). The natural inclusion map i : D - C(Q) 
induces an algebra epimorphism i*:C(O)*=I(O)-D* defined by i*(f)=foi, 
for fE I(Q). Henceforth we shall write i*(f) as 1. Note also that ker i* = DL and 
that I(Q)/DL = D*. 
By Lemma 1.3, D is spanned by an order ideal of SEG( Q), which may be 
described set-theoretically as SEG(O) n D. It follows that any 1 E D* is uniquely 
determined by specifying its values on the elements of SEG(O) n D. 
The standard topology on D * is defined by stipulating that a net tr. }AEB k D * 
converges to 1 E D * iff V(x, y) E SEG( Q) n D, 1. (x, y) = l(x, y) eventually. It is 
easy to verify that D * equipped with the above topology is a topological algebra, 
when the ground field K has the discrete topology, also that this topology coincides 
with the finite topology (d. [7]). It then follows from results in [7] that D * is a 
complete topological algebra under the standard topology. Henceforth all to-
pological notions in D * will be relative to this topology. Typically D = C( Q), so 
that D* = 1(0). 
Now let 6 be a collection of finite subsets of SEG( 0) n D which covers 
SEG(O) n D and which is directed by inclusion. For each A E 6, let 1. = 
L(XoY)EA l(x, y)5xy, where 1 ED *. It is shown in [4, Section 3] that {fA }AEB -1 in the 
standard topology on D *. This allows us to consider every element of D * as a 
formal linear combination of possibly infinitely many elements of the set {5xy ; 
(x, y)E SEG(o)n D}. 
We now state some properties of the closed ideals of 1 (Q). 
Lemma 1.5 (cf. [4, Section 3]). 1 <l I(Q) is a maximal closed ideal <=> 1 = C~ 
for some i E 6. 
Lemma 1.6. Let 1 = C~ be a maximal closed ideal of I(Q). Then 1(0)/1 = K n, 
where n = 'i' and Kn is the algebra of n x n matrices over K. 
The lemma to follow generalizes a result in [1] about the center of I(Q), written 
Z[I( 0 )], for 0 a p.o. set. The proof is essentially an elaboration of the proof there. 
Lemma 1.7. Let 1 be a closed ideal of I(Q). Then Z[I(Q)/1] is isomorphic to the 
direct product of copies of the ground field K. 
2. Modules over incidence algebras 
In this section we shall obtain some results on faithful modules over incidence 
algebras needed subsequently for the characterization of these algebras. Unless 
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otherwise noted, all modules considered are unital left modules. All algebras are 
over a fixed field K. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a topological algebra over the field K, having the discrete 
topology, and let M be a module over A. Then M is topologically compatible if the 
action of A on M is continuous in A, when M has the discrete topology. 
Definition 2.2. Let M be a module over 1(0),0 a locally finite q.o. set. Then M is 
good if e • . M is I-dimensional, V x E Q. 
Definition 2.3. Let 0 be a q .0. set. For x E 0, set L. = {u E 0 such that u r x}. 
Then 0 is lower finite if for all x E 0, L. is finite. 
Lemma 2.4. Let Q be a lower finite quasi-ordered set. Then 1(0) has a faithful, 
topologically compatible, good module M(O), whose dimension equals the cardinal-
ity of O. 
Proof. Let M(Q) be the K-vector space with basis {X}.EO' Let fE I(Q) act on a 
basis element x E M(Q) by f· x = I.yrxf(y, x)y, and extend by linearity to obtain 
an action of f on M (0). It is readily verified that this action makes M (0) an 
I(Q)-module with the above properties. 
Lemma 2.5. Let 0 be a locally finite quasi-ordered set, and suppose 1(0) has a 
faithful, topologically compatible, good module M. Then Q is lower finite. 
Proof. For each z E 0, choose m. E ez • M \ {OJ. Let B = {m. }.EO' It is not difficult 
to show that B is a basis for M. Also, the faithfulness of M implies that for u r x in 
0, Su •. m. = au.m .. for some non-zero au. E K. 
Suppose now that Lx = {u E Q such that u r x} is infinite. Let 8' be a collection of 
finite subsets of Lx which covers L. and which is directed by inclusion. Then 
urx 
In the standard topology, where S, = I.ue , Su •. Hence 3 T E 8' such that for all 
T'-:2T. 
( L Su.). mx = (L Sux) . m •. 
uET' uET 
Note that 
( .. L
eT
. Sux) . m. = L Sux' m. = L au.mu· 
.. wET' uET' 
But since L. is infinite, 3u' E Lx \ T. Then 
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From this contradiction we obtain that L. is always finite. Hence 0 is lower finite. 
Unless otherwise noted, all quasi-ordered sets 0 considered in the remainder of 
this section will be lower finite. 
Now suppose that A is an algebra over the field K with a faithful module M. Let 
us define the M -topology on A by stipulating that a net {a.dAE8!;;;; A converges to 
a E A iff V m E M, a A • m = a . m eventually. It is easy to verify that A equipped 
with the M-topology is a topological algebra when K has the discrete topology. In 
addition, the M -topology is the coarsest topology on A such that the action of A 
on M is continuous in A, when M has the discrete topology. 
Lemma 2.6. Let 0 be a lower finite q.o. set. Let M be a faithful, topologically 
compatible, good module over I(Q). Then the standard topology on I(Q) agrees with 
the M-topology on 1(0). 
Lemma 2.7. Let 0 a lower finite quasi -ordered set. Let M be a faithful, topologically 
compatible, and good module over 1(0). Choose mz E ez . M \ {O}, for each z E 0, so 
that B = {mz }ZEO is a basis for M, as in Lemma 2.5. Then a subspace N of M is a 
submodule iff there is an order ideal P of 6 such that N is spanned by {m. EM such 
that i E Pl. 
Proof. ( ¢ ) Easy. 
( ~ ) Suppose N is a submodule of M and that ~~=I aim., EN, ai"F 0, 
1 :s:; i :s:; n. Then for 1 :s:; j :s:; n, 
e., . ~ aim., = aim., E N. 
i=l 
It follows that m'j EN and hence that N is spanned by some subset of B. Now let 
P = {x E 0 such that m. EN}. It follows from the above that N = span{m. EM 
such that x E Pl. Note that x E P and wrx ~ m. EN and 8w.m. = 
aw.mw E N ~ mw E N (since aw."F 0) ~ w E P. Hence P is an order ideal of 
o and P is an order ideal of 6. Finally, x E P <::=:> i E P, so that N = 
span{m. EM such that i E P}, showing that N is of the required form. 
Notation. Let 0 and M be as in Lemma 2.7. Let P be an order ideal of 6. Set 
M" = span{m. EM; i E P}. Then M" is a submodule of M and every submodule 
is of this form, by the lemma. 
Theorem 2.8. Let 0 be a lower finite quasi-ordered set. Let M be a faithful, 
topologically compatible module over 1(0). Then M is good <::=:> M has a 
distributive lattice of submodules. 
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Proof. ( =;::. ) Let LM be the lattice of submodules of M and let R(O) be the 
lattice of order ideals of 6, which is distributive, as is easily proven. Lemma 2.7 
establishes that there is a natural map <p : R(O)-+ LM defined by <pep) = MI>. It is 
easily verified that <p is a lattice isomorphism. Therefore LM is distributive. 
( ~ ) Suppose 3x E 0 such that e • . M is not 1-dimensional. Choose linearly 
independent elements m, and m2 from e • . M. Let Nt = 1(0)' m" N z = 1(0)' m2, 
N3 = 1(0)' (m, + m2). 
Now N" N 2, N3 are submodules of M and m, + m2 E N, + N 2• Hence N3 = 
1(0)' (m, + m2) ~ N, + N 2. In particular, (N, + N2) n N3 = N 3, so that 
e • . [(N, + N 2) n N 3] = e • . N3 = K(m, + m2). But e • . N, = Km" e • . N2 = Km2, so 
that e • . (Nt n N3) ::: ex . (N2 n N3) = O. Hence ex, [(Nt n N 3 ) + (N2 n N3)] = O. We 
conclude that (Nt + N 2) n N3 ~ (N, n N3) + (N2 n N3), so that the lattice of sub-
modules of M is not distributive. 
In the sequel we will refer to faithful, topologically compatible, good modules 
over 1(0) as faithful distributive modules over 1(0). 
We now specialize our discussion to finite-dimensional incidence algebras. 
Lemma 2.9. Let 0 be a finite quasi-ordered set. Then 1(0) has a finite-dimensional 
faithful unital left module with a distributive lattice of submodules. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.8. 
Lemma 2.10. Let 0 be a finite quasi -ordered set of cardinality n, and let M be a 
faithful module over 1(0). TFAE (The following are equivalent): 
(1) M is good, 
(2) dim M = n, 
(3) M has a distributive lattice of submodules. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). Since {eX}.EO is a collection of orthogonal idempotents adding 
to the identity, we have that M = $.EOe •. M (vector space direct sum), so that 
dim M = ~xEodim(e •. M). Note that e • . M~ 0, "'x E O. since M is faithful. It 
then follows that e • . M is I-dimensional, "'x E 0 ~ dim M ::: I 0 I = n. 
(1) ~ (3) This follows from Theorem 2.8. 
It is now convenient to give the following weak characterization of finite-
dimensional incidence algebras. The proof follows readily from previous results. 
Lemma 2.11. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over the field K. TFAE 
(1) A = 1(0), 0 a finite quasi-ordered set of cardinality n. 
(2) A is isomorphic to a subalgebra of K" containing {eii}~-" where e'i is the matrix 
unit with 1 in the (i, j)-position and O' s elsewhere. 
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(3) A has a faithful module M of dimension n and a complete set of n orthogonal 
idempotents {eJ~~I' 
We now return to consideration of algebras of not necessarily finite dimension. 
Definition 2.12. Let M be a module over an algebra A with the property that each 
of its finitely generated submodules is finite-dimensional. We define a quasi-
ordered set OM (up to its isomorphism class) as follows: the - equivalence classes 
of OM are in 1-1 correspondence with the finitely generated join-irreducible 
submodules of M, and if XM" XMj E OM correspond to the submodules Mi , Mj 
respectively, then 
X M, :os:; X Mj in OM ¢=> Mi ~ Mi' 
Furthermore, the cardinality of the equivalence class X M , is dim Mi - dim M:, 
where M: is the join of all proper submodules of Mi, and hence the unique maximal 
submodule of Mi. 
Lemma 2.13. Let M be an A -module with a distributive lattice of submodules such 
that every finitely-generated submodule of M is finite-dimensional. 
(1) If M' is an arbitrary submodule of M, then M' is finite-dimensional ¢=> OM' 
is a finite order ideal of OM. 
(2) Every finite order ideal of OM is of the form OM" M' some finite-dimensional 
submodule of M. 
Proof. (1) OM' is obviously an order ideal of OM' Necessity follows from elementary 
lattice theory [3, Chapter 9] and sufficiency is readily established. 
(2) It suffices to show that every finite order ideal of OM is of the form OM" M' a 
finite-dimensional submodule of M. Let R be a finite order ideal of OM. Then there 
is a finite collection {MJ~_I of submodules of M consisting of all finitely generated 
join-irreducible submodules N such that XN E Rand N is maximal in M with 
respect to this property. Set M' = L~_I M i, so that M' is a finite-dimensional 
submodule of M. We show that R = OM" Note first that X N • E R ~ N' ~ Mj> 
some j E [1, n] ~ N' ~ M' ~ X N • E OM" so that R ~ OM" Conversely, as-
sume XN · E OM" Then N' is a join-irreducible submodule of M'. Since M has a 
distributive lattice of submodules, N' = N' n L~_I Mi = L~_I N' n Mi' Since N' is 
join-irreduccible, there is some j E [1, n I such that N' = N' n Mi' Hence N' ~ Mi' It 
follows that XN·:os:; X Mj in OM, and since X Mj is in the order ideal R, it follows that 
XN' E R also. Hence OM' ~ R. 
Corollary 2.14. Let M be an A -module, as in Lemma 2.13. Then OM is lower finite. 
We now specialize the above discussion to incidence algebras. Proof of the first 
result is routine. 
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Lemma 2.1S. Let M be a faithful distributive module over 1(0), 0 a lower finite 
quasi -ordered set. Then a submodule M" of M is join-i"educible (in the lattice of 
submodules of M) <=> P is cyclic as an order ideal of 6 (i.e., 39 E 6 such that 
P = {i ~ 9}), and that in this case, M" is finitely generated. 
Theorem 2.16. Let 0 be a lower finite quasi-ordered set and M be a faithful 
distributive module over 1(0). 
(1) Every finitely generated submodule of M is finite-dimensional. 
(2) OM = O. 
Proof. (1) This is readily established. 
(2) It follows readily from Lemma 2.15 that the p.o. set of cyclic order ideal~ of 6 
is isomorphic to the p.o. set of finitely generated join-irreducible submodules of M 
by the correspondence 9 - My, where we have identified 9 E 6 with the cyclic 
order ideal generated by it. Note also that 6 is in turn isomorphic to the p.o. set of 
its cyclic order ideals, by this same identification. Hence 1/1 : 6 - OM defined by 
1/1(9) = XM9 is a p.o. isomorphism. 
Next note that My, the unique maximal submodule of My, is equal to MA. where 
R is the unique maximal order ideal of 6 contained in the order ideal generated by 
9, namely {i E {;; i < 9}. We then obtain that dim My - dim Mj = 191, so that the 
cardinality of XM9 as an equivalence class in OM is 19 I. Thus 1 X M1 1 = 11/1(9)1 = 191. 
This establishes that there is a quasi-order isomorphism between 0 and ·OM. as is 
readily seen. 
An easy corollary is that if 0, 0' are lower finite q.o. sets such that 1(0) and 
1(0') are isomorphic as topological algebras, then 0 = 0'. 
3. Characterization of incidence algebras 
We now have the tools for characterizing incidence algebras of finite q.o. sets. 
This is the central result of the paper, and it will be applied subsequently to obtain 
characterizations of incidence algebras and coalgebras of lower finite q.o. sets. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a finite -dimensional algebra over a field K. Then A = 1(0), 
o a finite quasi -ordered set <=> 
(i) A has a finite-dimensional faithful module M with a distributive lattice of 
submodules. 
(ii) Every simple homomorphic image of A is isomorphic to Kn, for some integer n. 
(ii) The center of every homomorphic image of A is isomorphic to the direct product 
of copies of K. 
Proof. ( =:> ) (i) This is Lemma 2.9. (ii) This follows from Lemma 1.6. (iii) This 
follows from Lemma 1.7. 
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( ¢:: ) If M is irreducible, then A is primitive, hence simple, hence isomorphic 
to Kn , n = dimM, by (ii). Therefore A"'" 1(0), where 0 is the q.o. set of size n in 
which any pair of elements are - -equivalent. In particular, if dim M = 1, then 
A"'" 1(01)' where 01 is the quasi-ordered set with a single element. Thus we 
assume that M is reducible and use induction on dim M. 
Choose N a maximal submodule of M. Assume dim !if = q < dim M = n. By 
induction, A/Ann N "'" 1(0'), 0' a finite quasi-ordered set. Further, 10'1 = q, by 
Lemma 2.10. If Ann N = 0, we are done. Thus, assume Ann N ~ O. 
It follows from results in the last section that N has a basis B = {mi}?_1 such that 
A/Ann N "'" 1(0') is represented by its action on B as a subalgebra of Kq 
containing {eii}?=1 and spanned by matrix units, with square blocks of matrix units 
around the main diagonal and all other matrix units occurring in blocks above the 
diagonal, each at the intersection of the rows occupied by one of the diagonal 
blocks with the columns occupied by another. Extend B to a basis BI = {mi}~=1 of 
M. Then every element of A is represented by its action on BI as an n x n matrix 
with non-zero entries only in the first q rows and last n - q column, Ann N is 
represented as the matrices in A with O's in the first q columns, and Ann (M / N) is 
represented as the matrices in A with O's in the last n - q rows. 
Further, A/Ann N is represented by its action on B as 
all alq 
[a:, a:'1 * EKq such that aql aqq EA 
aql aqq 
0 
* 
where * denotes a block of unspecified entries from K, and A/Ann (M / N) is 
represented by its action on {m; + N}?=q+1 as 
* * 
aq+l.q+l such that EA 
aq~.I. n 1 
E K n - q 
ann o 
Now (M/N) is irreducible, so that A/Ann (M/N) is primitive, hence simple, 
hence isomorphic to Kn - q• Further, Ann (M/N) is a maximal ideal of A. If 
Ann (M / N) = 0, then A "'" K n _q and we are done. Thus we assume Ann (M / N) ~ O. 
There are two cases. In each case we will consider the matrix units of A/Ann Nand 
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calculate suitably normalized preimages of them in A. We shall then use these 
preimages to show that A fulfills the hypotheses of Lemma 2.11 and hence is an 
incidence algebra (Case 1), or else to reach a contradiction (Case 2). 
Case 1: Ann N g Ann (MIN). Then 
AnnN + Ann (MIN) = A 
and 
Ann NI(Ann (MIN) nAnn N) = AIAnn (MIN) = K n - q • 
Now Ann (MIN) nAnn N is represented by its action on BI as n x n matrices in A 
with O's in the last n-q rows and first qcolumns, and Ann N I(Ann (MIN) n 
Ann N) is represented by its action on {mi + N}~_q+1 as 
o 
* 
[aq~l,q+1 
an. q+1 
aq+l.q+1 
In particular, 
{[H-iJL." .. C A 
We also know that 
{[~]LhA' 
since A I Ann N is an incidence algebra, and by (3.1) we obtain 
{[~]LCA. 
More explicitly, for 1 ,.; i ,.; q there is an element 
eii = ejj + 2: Vkjekj E A 
lO11iOk .... q 
q+l--i'.;i" 
and for q + 1 ,.; i ,.; n, there is an element 
eii = eii + 2: bjkejk E A . 
..... j"'q 
q+l,.;;k ..;;:n 
EAnnNCA 
(3.1) 
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Squaring eii, l:os;; i :os;; q, and subtracting 
L Viieii, 
q+l ... j .... n 
e'JEA 
we obtain eii E A, where 
eii = eii + L Viieii' 
q+l .... j.,;n 
~;j~A 
Similarly, for q + 1 :os;; i :os;; n, we obtain eii E A, where 
eii = eii + L biieii. 
l'"'I'"'q 
~JI~A 
It is easy to verify that {ekk}:; _I is a complete set of n orthogonal idempotents for 
A. Since A has a faithful module of dimension n, namely M, we conclude by 
Lemma 2.11 that A = 1(0), 0 a quasi-ordered set of cardinality n. 
Case 2: Ann N ~ Ann (MIN). We will derive a contradiction to hypothesis (iii) or 
to the distributivity of the lattice of submodules of M. 
Let us assume that eii E A I Ann N lifts to 
[~lEA. .() .. [ AJ 
Then the m~p '" : AIAnn N -+ AIAnn (MIN) defined by "'(eii) = Aii is the canoni-
cal projection of A I Ann N by Ann (M I N)I Ann N. Hence'" is a homomorphism, 
and ker'" = Ann (MIN)/Ann N. Thus 
if j = k, 
if jl k, 
and in particular, A ~i = A ii , l:os;; i :os;; q, and AiiAii = 0, i I j. 
Recall from the preliminary discussion that AIAnn N = 1(0'), 0' a quasi-
ordered set of cardinality q, and that A/Ann (M / N) = K n - q• Thus 
AIAnn N = 1(0') 
Ann (MIN)/Ann N ker '" 
and 
AIAnn N A 
Ann (MIN)/Ann N = Ann (MIN) = K n - q • 
This shows that ker '" is a maximal ideal of 1(0'). We then obtain by Lemma 1.5 
that ker'" = Ci, for some i EO' such that I i 1= n-q. 
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Let us assume {euLER is represented by its action on B as {ei;}~::;~' for some 
integer a E [0, 2q - n ]. Then ker '" is the subspace of A/Ann N spanned by {eii 
such that (1 ~ i, j ~ q) and (i or jliqa + 1, a + n - q]), and "'(eii) = Ail 0 iff i and 
j E [a + 1, a + n - q]. In particular, {Aii}a+lc;;',ic;;a+n-q is a matrix units basis for 
A/Ann (M/N) = Kn-q. 
Let us choose a basis {m: + N}~_q+1 for MIN so that A a+i,a+k E A/Ann (M/N) is 
represented as elk E K n - q, for 1 ... j, k ... n - q. Let B2 = {mi}1-1 U {m j}j_q+!. Then B2 
is a basis for M with respect to which eii E A I Ann N lifts to 
eii = eii + L c(i,j).pe.p E A, 
lc<s"'q 
q+l,..;p __ n 
for i or j E [1, a] U [a + n - q + 1, q], and e a+k,a+IE A/Ann N lifts to 
ea+k.a+1 = e a+k,a+1 + e q+k.q+1 
+ L c (a + k, a + l).pe.p E A, for 1 ~ k, I ... n - q. 
1"'$"'q 
q+l ... p"'" 
Set cip=c(i,i)i", iE[I,a]U[a+n-q+l,q]. For such i, squaring eii and 
subtracting ~;-q+I"lpEA Cipe,p, we obtain eii E A, where 
n 
eii = eii + L Cipeip' 
p=q+1 
("ip~A 
Set c a+k,p = c(a + k, a + k )a+k,p and ds,q+k = c(a + k, a + k )s.q+k, 1 ... k ... n - q. 
Proceeding as above, we obtain e a+k, a+k E A, where 
n 
ea+k,a+k= ea+k,a+k+eq~k,qTk + L Ca+k.pea+k.p 
p-q+l 
q 
+ L d"q+ke"q+k' 
,-I 
s~a+k 
e"q+kfl A 
p,tq+k 
e.+ .. p~ A 
By a sequence of multiplications and subtractions we may similarly obtain that 
for 1 ... i ... q, j E [1, a] U [a + n - q + 1, q], i I j, there is an element eii E A, where 
n 
eii = eii + L Cjpeip' 
p=q+1 
("lp~A 
Also, for i E [1, a] U[a + n - q+ l,q], 1 ... / ... n - q, there is an element ei.a+,E A 
where 
ei,a+' = ei,a+' + i Ca+~peip. 
p=q+1 
i"jp~A 
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Finally, for l~k, I~n-q, k/=/, there is an element ea+k.a+IEA, where 
n 
ea+k.a+l= ea+k.a+l+ eq+k.q+1 + L ca+~pea+k.p p=q+1 p"q+1 
ea+"p~A 
+ ~ d •. q+ke •. q+1 + Wa+k.q+lea+k.q+l, 
5=1 
s~a+k 
e' .• +1~ A 
and Wa+k.q+IEK is 0 if ea+k.q+IEA. 
Since Ann N k Ann (MIN), we have that Ann N = Ann N nAnn (MIN) and 
that Ann N is represented by its action on B2 as matrices in A with D's in the last 
n-q rows and first q columns. 
It is easy to show from this that Ann N is spanned by its matrix units. Hence A is 
spanned by {eli; eli E A IAnn N} U {eik E Ann N}. Note also that the computations 
on the preceding pages insure that (eii )uv = 0 for 1 ~ i, j, u ~ q and q + 1 ~ v ~ n 
such that eli E A I Ann Nand euv E A. 
Now let R be the subspace of M spanned by {m;}~=I' The above results show that 
R is a submodule of M, that Ann(MIR) is spanned by {eli; eli EAIAnnN, 
i ~ a} U {elk E Ann N, i ~ a} and that AIAnn (MIR) is isomorphic to the subspace 
of Kn spanned by {eli; eli E AIAnn N, i ~ a + I} U {elk E Ann N, i ~ a + I}, where 
eij = eij - ~l"'"U';a,. t __ v ... " (eij )uveuv. 
Let 
= m:+ R, q + 1 ~ i ~ n, 
where {mi}1=1 U{m:}?=q+1 is the basis B2 for M, as discussed near the beginning of 
Case 2. Then {rii;}?=a+1 is a basis for (M / R) relative to which it affords the above 
representation of A I Ann (M I R). Henceforth we will work in A I Ann (M I R) and 
identify elements of A I Ann (M I R) as represented by their action on {riii}?-a+h with 
their preimages in A, as represented by their action on B 2 , modulo span {euv}u"'a' 
We now divide Case 2 into two subcases, and obtain a contradiction for each 
subcase. 
Subcase 1: 3j, IE [1, n-q] such that ea+j.qd E A/Ann (M/R). Then 
{ea+l.q+kh"'i.k",n-qE A/Ann (MIR), as is easily established and in particular, W = 
~?:~ ea+l.q+i E AIAnn (MI R). But wE Z(AIAnn (MIR», as may be checked, and 
w2 = O. This contradicts hypothesis (iii), and hence subcase 1 cannot hold. 
Subcase 2: For all j, kE[l,n-q], ea+j.q+I~AIAnn(MIR). For l""k~n-q 
and 2",.1",. n - q we have by direct calculation that ea+k.a+l* ea+l.a+1 = 
, (d a+l.q+1 + c a+l.q+l)e a+k.q+I' If da+~q+1 + c a+l.q+l/= 0, then e a+k.q+1 E AIAnn (M/ R), 
contrary to hypothesis. Therefore ea+k.a+l*ea+l.a+I=O. For a+l~i, j~q, 
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j~[a+1, a+n-q), we obtain that el/.e4+1.4+1 = (dl.q+l + Cj.q+l)el,q+l. Suppose in 
addition that iE[a+l,a+n-q) and that dj.q+l+cI.q+\;iO. Then el,q+IE 
A/Ann (M / R), a contradiction. Therefore for a + 1 E;; i E;; a + n - q < j E;; q we 
have elje4+1.4+1 = O. 
Consider ea+I.4+1· m4+1 = m4+1' For 1 E;; k E;; n - q we have by direct calculation 
that e 4+k.a+1 . ma+l = m4+k' For 1 E;; k E;; n - q and 2 E;; I E;; n - q, e a+k.a+/· m4+1 = 
e a+k.a+/· (e a+I.4+1 . ma+l) = (e a+k.a+/ * e a+1.4+1)· ma+1 = O. For a + 1 E;; i, j E;; q, 
j ~ [a + 1, a + n - q), we obtain that eij' m4+1 = O. Finally, for a + 1 E;; i E;; q, 
1E;;k E;;n-q, we have el.q+k 'm4+1=0, assuming el,q+kEA/Ann(M/R). 
Now consider 
q 
e a+I.4+1 . mq+1 = mq+1 + L d .. q+lm,. 
5-a+2 
' •• +If/!.A/Ann(M/~) 
Note that e 4+1.4+1' (e 4+1.4+1 . mq+l) = (e 4+I.a+1 * e a+l.4+1)· mq+1 = e a+l.4+1 . mq+I' For 
2 E;; k E;; n - q we have by direct calculation that 
e a+k.4+1 . (e 4+1.4+1' mq+l) = Wa+k.q+lm4+k + mq+k + 
q 
L 
.*0+1 
s#a+k 
e •• +l ~ A/Ann(M/R) 
For 1 E;; k E;; n - q and 2 E;; I E;; n - q we have 
e 4+k.4+/· (e 4+1.4+1 . mq+l) = (e 4+k.4+/ * e 4+1.4+1) . mq+1 = O. 
For a + n - q + 1 E;; i, j E;; q we obtain 
assuming el.q+1 E A/Ann (M/R). For a + 1 E;; i E;; a + n - q < j E;; q we have 
eii . (e 4+1.4+1' mq+l) = eije 4+1.4+1 . mq+1 = O. For a + n - q + 1 E;; i E;; q, 
ei.q+l· (e4+1.4+1· mq+l) = m" again assuming that el,q+l E A/Ann(M/R). Finally, for 
a + n - q + 1 E;; i E;; q, 2 E;; k E;; n - q, e I,q+k . (e 4+1.4+1 . mq+l) = 0, assuming 
ei.q+k E A/Ann (M/R). 
Now let N1=A/Ann(M/R)'{m4+1}, N2=A/Ann(M/R)'{mq+I}, N]= 
A/Ann(M/R)'{ma+l+mq+l} and S=A/Ann(M/R)·{m4+hmq+I}. Then Nh N 2, 
N3 and S are all submodules of (M / R), and it is easy to show that S = NI + N2 = 
NI + N] = N2 + N]. The above calculations show that 
NI = span({ma +d;::1), 
N2 = span [mq+l + ± 
'-0+2 
"s,q~l~AIAnn(MIR ) 
d .. q+1m., {mi}?~4+"-q+1 
e"'+l~ A/Ann(M/R) 
{ W4+k.q+lm4+k + mq+k + ± 5-0+1 
s,ta+k 
e •.• +J E A/Ann(M/R) 
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N3 = span [ma+1 + mq+l + ± ds,q+lms, {mi}l=a+n-Q+1. 
$=a+2 
es,q+lIi!AIAnn(M/R) e,.q+1 E A/Ann(M/R) 
{ (Wa+k.q+l + l)ma+k + mq+k + ± s=a+t 
s"-a+k 
e~q+1 ~ A/Ann(M/R) 
}n-4] d •. q+km. . 
k-2 
Consider now mi' a+n-q+l~i~q, ei.q+l E A/Ann (M/R). For l~k, l~ 
n-q, ea+k.a+l·mi=O. For a+n-q+l~h~q, eh,'mi=mh, assuming 
ehiEA/Ann(M/R), in which case eh.q+lEA/Ann(M/R). For a+l~h, j~q, 
j I i, we have ehj' mi = O. For a + 1 ~ h ~ q and 1 ~ k ~ n - q, e h.q+k . mi = 0, 
assuming eh.q+kE A/Ann(M/R). Note finally that for 1 ~ k ~ n - q, ea+k.i cannot 
be in A/Ann (M/R), otherwise e a+k.iei.q+l = e a+k.q+l E A/Ann (M/R), a contradic-
tion. It follows from this calculation that if we set 
T = span{mi}7-a+n-q+l . , 
e'.q+1 E A/Ann(M/R) 
then T is a submodule of (M / R). 
Now note that T ~ N 2 , T ~ N 3 , so that T ~ N2 + N3 = S. Thus, (Nl + T) + N2 = 
(Nl + T) + N3 = N2 + N3 = S. Note also that (Nl + T) n N2 = (Nl + T) n N3 = 
N 2 n N3= T. 
In conclusion, the lattice of submodules of M / R has the following sublattice: 
/I~ 
Nl + T N2 N3 
~~/ 
But this implies that the lattice of submodules of M / R is not distributive, which in 
turn implies that the lattice of submodules of M is not distributive. From this 
contradiction it follows that Subcase 2 cannot hold, and hence that Case 2 cannot 
hold. Thus, only Case 1 is possible, and we always have that A = I(Q), 0 a finite 
quasi-ordered set. 
We now develop some technical results needed for generalizing Theorem 3.1 to a 
characterization of incidence algebras of lower finite quasi-ordered sets. 
Notation. If A is a directed set and {Y. }iE,1 is a direct system of sets indexed by A, 
we shall let Iim{ Y. }iEA denote the direct limit. If {Z, hEA is an inverse system of sets 
-+ 
indexed by A, we shall let Iim{Zi}iEA denote the inverse limit. 
+-
Suppose now that M is a module over an algebra A. Let AM be the collection of 
finite-dimensional submodules of M, directed by inclusion. For M j k Mk E AM, let 
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CPjk : A I Ann Mk - A I Ann M j be the projection of A I Ann Mk by Ann M j I Ann M k • 
Then {A I Ann M;}M,EA", is an inverse system of sets, as is readily verified. 
We state without proof the first technical result. Most of it follows from an 
exercise in [5, Chapter 3]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A be an algebra over a field K. Assume that A has a faithful unital 
left module M such that every finitely generated submodule of M is finite-
dimensional. Assume further that K and each A I Ann ~ have the discrete topology, 
that X M,E.1",{A / Ann M j } has the resulting product topology, and that A is complete in 
the M-topology. Then A and lim{A/Ann M;}M,E.1", are isomorphic as topological 
-algebras. 
We now specialize this result to incidence algebras. Let 0 be a lower finite q.o. 
set and let Ao be the collection of finite order ideals of 0, directed by inclusion. For 
OJ C Ok E Ao define cPjk : [(Od- [(OJ) by 
cPjk (f) = L f(x, y)8.y , 
( •. y)ESEG(Oi) 
for f E [( OJ). Then {I (0, )}O,EAo is an inverse system of sets, as is readily verified. 
Lemma 3.3. Let 0 be lower finite. Assume that [(0) has the standard topology, that 
each I (OJ) has the discrete topology, and that X {I (Q,)} has the resulting product 
topology. Then 1(0) and lim{I (OJ )}O,E,IQ are isomorphic as topological algebras. 
-
Proof. Recall from Lemma 2.4 that I(Q) has the faithful module M(O) = 
span{x LEO. It follows from Lemma 2.4 and Theorems 2.8 and 2.16 that every 
finitely generated submodule of M (Q) is finite-dimensional. 
For each Q, E Ao set M, = span{x, }.,EO,. It is easy to see that M, is a finite-
dimensional submodule of M(O) with AnnM, = C(Oi), regarding C(O;} as a 
submodule of C(Q). Hence [(Q)/Ann M j = C(Q)*/C(Q,Y = C(Q,)* = [(Q,). 
Note that the standard topology and the M(Q)-topology coincide on [(Q), by 
Lemma 2.6. In addition, results in Section 1 imply that I(Q) is complete in the 
M(Q)-topology. Also, it follows easily from Lemma 2.13 and Theorem 2.16 that 
the correspondence 0, ..... M, is a p.o. isomorphism between AM(o) and Ao. Finally, 
for OJ C Ok it is readily verified that the following diagram commutes: 
AIAnn Mk ---- AIAnn M, 
"", 
where CP,k is the map defined prior to Lemma 3.2. Hence we can conclude by 
Lemma 3.2 that 1(0) and Iim{I (Q, )lo.E 10 are isomorphic as topological algebras. 
-
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We can now characterize incidence algebras of lower finite quasi-ordered sets. 
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a complete topological algebra over a field K where K has the 
discrete topology. Then A "'" 1 (0), 0 a lower finite quasi -ordered set, when 1(0) has 
the standard topology <=> 
(i) A has a faithful module M with a distributive lattice of submodules. Further, 
every finitely generated submodule of M is finite-dimensional and A has the 
M -topology. 
(ii) For every maximal closed ideal J, A / J "'" K n, for some integer n. 
(iii) For every closed ideal J, Z[ A / J] is isomorphic to the direct product of copies 
of K. 
Proof. ( ~ ) (i) This follows from Lemma 2.4, Theorem 2.8, Theorem 2.16, and 
Lemma 2.6. 
(ii) This is Lemma 1.6. 
(iii) This is Lemma 1.7. 
( ~ ) We will show that A "'" I(OM), where OM is the lower finite quasi-
ordered set described in Definition 2.12. 
Let M. be a finitely-generated, hence finite-dimensional, submodule of M. After 
appropriate verifications, it follows by Theorem 3.1 that A/Ann M. "'" 1(0'),0' a 
finite quasi-ordered set. Now since M. is a faithful distributive module over 1(0'), 
we obtain that 0' "'" OM" by Theorem 2.16, so that A/Ann M. "'" I(QM,). 
Now if M j ~ Mk are finitely-generated, hence finite-dimensional, submodules of 
M, it is readily verified that the following diagram commutes: 
where 'Pjk and ~jk are the maps defined prior to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. 
Note that 
{OM.; M. E AM} = {O. E AoM }, 
by Lemma 2.13, so that 
lim{J(OM,)}M,E\M= Iim{I(O.)}O,E\O . 
+- +- M 
Suppose now that both A/Ann M, and J (OM,) have the discrete topology, for each 
M, E AM, and that lim{A / Ann M. }M,E\M and Iim{J( OM, )}M,E'\M have the resulting 
+- +-
product topologies. Then lim{A/Ann M'}M,E\M isomorphic to lim{I(OM,)}M,E'\M as 
+- +-
topological algebras, by commutativity of the above diagram. But A "'" 
1jE1{A /Ann M.}M,E\M by Lemma 3.2 and I(OM) = ljE1{I(OM.)}M,E\M' I(OM) having 
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the standard topology, by Lemma 3.3. Hence A = [(OM), when the latter has the 
standard topology. Note finally that OM is lower finite, by Corollary 2.14. 
4. Characterization of incidence coaJgebras 
In this section we dualize the results of Section 3, obtaining a characterization of 
finite-dimensional incidence coalgebras, which leads in turn to a characterization of 
incidence coalgebras of lower finite quasi-ordered sets. 
We begin by considering coalgebra notions needed to dualize axiom (i) in the 
characterization of incidence algebras. . 
Let M be a K -vector space and w : M -+ M ® C be any linear map. Then 
1/1", : C* ® M -+ M is the linear map defined by setting I/Iw (f ® m) = ~~=I f(c;)mi, for 
f E C* and m EM such that wm = ~~=I mi 0 Ci. It is easy to show that (M, w) is a 
right C-comodule iff (M,I/Iw) is a unital left C*-module. We shall abbreviate 
1/1", (f ® m) by the more conventional f· m, for f E C*, m E M. 
Definition 4.1. If (M, w) is a right C-comodule, set Coann M = n{D subcoalgebra 
of C; wM ~ M ® D}, which is a subcoalgebra of C. A right C-comodule M is 
cofaithful if Coann M = C. 
Proof of the following result is an elementary exercise in linear algebra. 
Lemma 4.2. Let C be a coalgebra and M be a right C -comodule. Then wM ~ 
M ® Coann M and Coann M is the unique minimal subcoalgebra of C with this 
property. Further, Coann M is finite-dimensional when Mis. 
Corollary 4.3. Let C and M be as above. Then M is a cofaithful left Coann M-
comodule. 
Lemma 4.4. Let C and M be as before. Then Coann M = (Anne-MY and 
Annc-M = (Coann M).l.. 
Proof. Choose m EM and assume wm = ~~=I mi ®Ci, where {m;}~=1 is a linearly 
independent subset of M. Then for any f E Ann N, f· m = ~7=1 f(Ci )mi = 0, and 
hence f(c,) = 0, 1 ~ i ~ n. Thus Ann M(Ci) = 0, 1 ~ i ~ n, or Ci E (Ann M).i. We can 
thus conclude that wM ~ M ® (Ann MY. Since (Ann M).i is a subcoalgebra of C, 
we have that Coann M ~ (Ann M).i. 
Conversely, we know by Lemma 4.2 that wM ~ M ®Coann M, and hence for 
any mE M, wm = ~7=1 mi 0Ci' where c, E Coann M. Thus for any g E 
(Coann M)\ g . m = ~7=1 g(c.)mi = 0. Therefore g E Ann M and we obtain that 
(Coann M)" ~ Ann M. Hence (Coann M)H = Coann M ~ (Ann M)\ and it follows 
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that eoann M = (Ann MY. Also, Ann M k (Ann M)H = (eoann M).t, and it fol-
lows that Ann M = eoann ML. 
Corollary 4.5. Let M and C be as before. Then M is cofaithful ¢::> M is a faithful 
rational left C*-module. 
We can now dualize axiom (i) in the characterization of incidence algebras. 
Lemma 4.6. Let Q be a lower finite quasi -ordered set. Then C( Q) has a cofaithful 
right comodule M (Q) with a distributive lattice of subcomodules. If Q is finite, then 
M(Q) is finite as well. 
Proof. Let M( Q) be the K -vector space with basis {x }XEO. Define 
w: M(Q)-- M(Q)0 C(Q) by 
wx = L u 0 (u, x), 
for x E M(Q), where (u, x) E SEG(Q). Note that for f E C(Q)* = I(Q), 
t/Jw(f0x) = L f(u,x)u. 
It then follows that (M(Q), t/Jw) is identical to the I(Q)-module M(Q) constructed 
in Lemma 2.4. Hence by Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.8, (M(Q), t/Jw) is a faithful 
rational left C(Q)*-module with a distributive lattice of submodules. Hence 
(M(Q), w) 'is a cofaithful right C(Q)-comodule with a distributive lattice of 
subcomodules. It is immediate that if Q is finite, then M (Q) is finite as well. 
It is easy to adapt the above proof to show that for Q a lower finite q.o. set, any 
faithful distributive module over I(Q) is rational. 
We now develop some coalgebra notions needed to dualize axiom (iii) in the 
characterization of finite-dimensional incidence algebras. See [8, Sections 1.4 and 
2.1], for more details. 
An element c of a coalgebra C over a field K is group-like of .1c = c 0 c. It is 
easy to show that a coalgebra C is spanned by group-like elements iff C* is 
isomorphic to the direct product of copies of K. Such a coalgebra is necessarily 
pointed. 
Let V be a subspace of a coalgebra C. V is a coideal if .1 (V) k V 0 C + C 0 V 
and E (V) = O. V is a coideal iff VL is a subalgebra of C*. If V is a coideal, then 
C / V has a unique coalgebra structure such that the natural projection map from C 
to C/V is a coalgebra homomorphism. It is easy to show from this that V L and 
(C / V)* are isomorphic algebras. 
Definition 4.7. Let C be a coalgebra. Let C(C) be the subspace of C spanned by 
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{~ f(ci2)cil - f(cil)ci2; c E C, f E C*, .:1c = ~ Cil ® Ci2} . 
Note that C(CY = Z(C*), which is a subalgebra of C. Thus C(C) is a coideal of C, 
and C /C( C) is a coalgebra, which we shall call the cocenter of C and abbreviate 
Cocent C. 
We can now dualize axiom (iii) in the characterization of incidence algebras. 
Lemma 4.8. Let D be a subcoalgebra of a coalgebra C over the field K. Then 
Cocent D is spanned by group-like elements ¢::> Z(D *) is isomorphic to the direct 
product of copies of K. 
Proof. Cocent D is spanned by group-like elements iff [D/C(D)]* is isomorphic to 
the direct product of copies of K. But [D IC(D)] = C(D Y = Z(D *). The result now 
follows. 
We now characterize finite-dimensional incidence coalgebras. 
Theorem 4.9. Let C a finite-dimensional coalgebra over a field K. Then C = C(Q), 
Q a finite quasi-ordered set ¢::> 
(i) C has a finite-dimensional cofaithful right comodule with a distributive lattice 
of subcomodules. 
(ii) Every simple subcoa/gebra of C is isomorphic to K~, for some n E r. 
(iii) The cocenter of every subcoalgebra of C is spanned by group-like elements. 
Proof. ( ~ ) Axiom (i) is Lemma 4.6. To establish (ii), note that if D is a simple 
subcoalgebra of C, then D * is a finite-dimensional simple algebra and hence D.l is a 
maximal closed ideal. Therefore D * = I( Q)I D.l = Kn , for some integer n, by 
Lemma 1.6. Since Kn = (K ~)*, it then follows from elementary coalgebra theory [9] 
that D = K~. This proves axiom (ii). To establish (iii), note that for D an arbitrary 
subcoalgebra of C(Q), Z(D*)=[I(Q)/D<], which is isomorphic to the direct 
product of copies of K, by Lemma 1.7. Thus Cocent D is spanned by group-like 
elements, by Lemma 4.8. This proves axiom (iii). 
( ~ ) Axiom (i) implies that C* has a finite-dimensional faithful unital left 
module with a distributive lattice of submodules. Now note that since C is 
finite-dimensional, every (simple) homomorphic image of C* is of the form 
C*/D j = D*, for D some (simple) subcoalgebra of C. Then axiom (ii) and the 
above noted fact imply that every simple homorphic image of C* is isomorphic to 
Kn , for some n E Z·. Also, axiom (iii), together with Lemma 4.R and the above fact, 
imply that the center of every homomorphic image of C* is isomorphic to the direct 
product of copies of K. We can thus conclude by Theorem 3.1 that C* = I( Q), Q a 
finite quasi-ordered set. Now I (Q) = C( Q *), and we thus may conclude that 
C = C(Q). 
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We now develop some technical results about coalgebras needed for the 
characterization of incidence coalgebras of arbitrary lower finite q.o. sets. 
Lemma 4.10. Let C be an arbitrary coa/gebra and M be a cofaithful right C-
comodule. Then 
(1) C = t{Coann M;; M; is a finite-dimensional subcomodule of M}. 
(2) For every finite-dimensional subcoalgebra D of C there is a finite-dimensional 
subcomodule N of M such that D ~ Coann N. 
Proof. (1) Choose m EM. Let M' = C*· m, the left C*-submodule of M gener-
ated by m. Then M' is a rational submodule of M. Since M' is finitely generated, it 
follows that M' is finite-dimensional. Hence M' is a finite-dimensional sub-
comodule of M. Since m E M', it follows that M = t {M;; M; is a finite-dimensional 
subcomodule of M}. 
Now Annc.M = Annc.!{M;; M; is a finite-dimensional subcomodule of M} = 
n Annc-M; = n (Coann M;)'-, by Lemma 4.4. Also, Annc·M = 0 since M is 
cofaithful, and n (Coann M;)'- = (! Coann M;}'-. Thus (! Coann M;)'- = 0 and it 
follows that t Coann M; = (t Coann M;)'-1. = 01. = C. 
(2) Let D be a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of C. Then by (1) 3M" ... , Mk 
finite-dimensional subcomodules of M such that D ~ Coann M\ + ... + Coann M k • 
Then N = M\ + ... + Mk is a finite-dimensional submodule of M and Coann N = 
Coann M\ + ... + Coann M k , as is easily shown. Hence D ~ Coann N. 
Corollary 4.11. Let M be a cofaithful right C-comodule. Then C = lim{Coann M i ; 
-Mi is a finite-dimensional subcomodule of M}. 
Proof. We know that C is the direct limit of its finite-dimensional subcoalgebras. 
Since each such subcoalgebra D is contained in Coann M;, for some finite-
dimensional subcomodule M;, the result follows. 
Lemma 4.12. LeI 0 be a lower finite quasi -ordered set. Then C( 0) = lim{ C( 0;); Q; 
-is a finite order ideal of O}. 
Proof. Let D be any finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of C(O). Then D is spanned 
by some finite order ideal of SEG 0, according to Lemma 1.3. Let {Xl, ... , Xn} be 
the collection of all Xi E 0 such that (x;, Xi) E D and x; is maximal in 0 with respect 
to this property. 
Let 0' be the lower order ideal of 0 generated by {x" ... , Xn}. Then 0' is finite, 
since 0 is lower finite, and D ~ C(O'). Hence C(O) = I~{D; D is a finite-
dimensional subcoalgebra of C( O)} = lim{ C( 0;); 0; is a finite lower order ideal 
-of OJ. 
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We can now characterize incidence coalgebras of lower finite quasi-ordered sets. 
Our result is a direct generalization of Theorem 4.9. 
Theorem 4.13. Let C be a coalgebra over a field K. Then C = C( 0), 0 a lower finite 
q.o. set ¢::> 
(i) C has a cofaithful right comodule M with a distributive lattice of sub-
comodules. 
(ii) Every simple subcoalgebra of C is isomorphic to K!, for some n E r. 
(iii) The cocenter of every subcoalgebra of C is spanned by group-like elements. 
Proof. ( ~ ) This is identical to proof of ( ~ ) in Theorem 4.9. 
( ~ ) M is a faithful rational left C"'-module with a distributive lattice of 
submodules, and every finitely generated submodule of M is finite-dimensional. 
Hence OM is lower finite, by Corollary 2.14, OM being the quasi-ordered set 
described in Definition 2.12. We will show that C = C(OM)' 
We establish first that Coann Mi = C(OM,), for Mi any finite-dimensional sub-
module of M. Note that any such Mi has a distributive lattice of submodules, hence 
of subcomodules. Further, Mi is a finite-dimensional cofaithful right Coann M1-
comodule, by Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.3. Hence Coann M; is a finite-
dimensional coalgebra over K having a finite-dimensional cofaithful right co-
module with a distributive lattice of subcomodules, namely M.. Further, every 
simple subcoalgebra of Coann M, is isomorphic to K!, for some integer n, and the 
cocenter of every subcoalgebra of Coann M, is spanned by group-like elements, 
these properties being inherited from C. Then by Theorem 4.9, Coann M, - C(O'), 
0' a finite quasi-ordered set, and hence (Coann M,)* == 1(0'). Since Mi is a faithful 
distributive module over 1(0'), we conclude that 0' =:: OM" by Theorem 2.16. 
Hence Coann Mi =:: C(OM,). 
We note second that if M' is an arbitrary subcomodule of M, then M' is 
finite-dimensional iff OM' is a finite order ideal of OM, and that every finite order 
ideal of OM is of the form OM" M' some finite-dimensional subcomodule of M. This 
follows from Lemma 2.13. 
Finally, C = 1i!v{Coann Mi ; M; is a finite-dimensional subcomodule of M}, by 
Corollary 4.11, which is isomorphic to lim{C(OM,)}, by first remark, which in turn 
-+ 
equals lim{C(Oi); Oi is a finite order ideal of OM}' by the second remark, which is 
-+ 
isomorphic to C(OM)' by Lemma 4.12. Hence C= C(OM)' 
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